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Regulations, Policies and Programs Governing
Transport of Crude Oil
Introduction
In 1989, the Exxon Valdez supertanker ran aground off the coast of Alaska, spilling 11 million gallons of crude oil
into Prince William Sound and spurring the U.S. Congress to draft and pass the Oil Pollution Act (OPA) in 1990.
The magnitude of the spill and its effects were such that, as recently as 2008, the U.S. Supreme Court was still
hearing arguments on the amount of damages Exxon Mobil Corp. should have to pay.1 Large oil spills such as the
Exxon Valdez event have long been catalysts for legal and legislative activity resulting in a large and complex
regulatory regime governing oil transport in the United States and Canada. This paper explores the laws, regulations
and policies governing different modes of transporting crude oil across the Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River
region, highlighting new and noteworthy changes at the federal, state and provincial level.
Crude oil is transported across the United States and Canada by several modes including vessel, pipeline, truck and
rail. Each mode, governed by different acts and agencies, has particular and independent benefits but poses its own
set of risks, as well. Expanding oil production in both countries, coupled with economic incentives to move that oil
to distant refineries, has greatly increased the transport of oil through the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence River region,
potentially increasing the risk of spills in and around the Great Lakes basin itself. For example, in both countries, rail
is becoming an increasingly popular way to transport oil due to its speed and efficiency. Rail is able to transport
numerous cars of oil, simultaneously, at efficient speeds.2 However, accidents involving rail cars can have disastrous
effects, as exemplified by the 2013 Lac-Mégantic, Québec, accident, which took 47 lives and caused billions of
dollars in damage to the community. Although the deadliest recent accident, it was not an isolated incident. In fact,
the Québec accident was only one of three major accidents in 2013. These alarming incidents have caused both U.S.
and Canadian officials to analyze their regulatory regimes for oil transport and enact stronger laws and policies.

Oil Pollution Act (1990)
As mentioned above, the event that prompted the drafting and passage of OPA was the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989.
OPA focuses on spills from vessels and shore-based facilities, but also created a national response plan which was
lacking at the time. Among its many important provisions, OPA requires vessel owners and operators to assume the
burden of spill response, natural resource restoration, and compensation for damages caused by the spill up to a
specified limit of liability.3 This “polluter pays” principle is meant to act as a deterrent by placing the liability and
cost of spills on the vessel owner and operator who were responsible for the release. It is important to note that the
mere presence of a discharge, not resulting harm, triggers the application of the statute.4
OPA expanded Section 311 of the Clean Water Act and created the National Contingency Plan (NCP). The NCP
establishes the National Response System (NRS), “a multi-tiered and coordinated national response strategy for
addressing oil spills.”5 Specifically, the NCP provides a framework for federal, state, and local collaboration in
response to releases of hazardous substances.6 It also outlines funding mechanisms for cost of cleanup. Most federal
emergency response plans are administrative in nature. The NCP however, is codified in federal regulations making
it binding and enforceable.7 OPA applies to all discharges regardless of source. Thus, NCP regulations apply to
applicable spills from vessels, pipelines, onshore and offshore facilities.8 The definition of “onshore facility” also
includes “motor vehicles and rolling stock,” which would include railroads.9 Similar to other emergency response
laws, OPA provides three defenses: (1) Act of God, (2) Act of war, or (3) Act or omission of a third party.10

In addition to OPA, the regulatory oversight of the transportation of oil in the maritime mode is governed by
numerous treaties, statutes and implementing regulations. These include the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
Convention, the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, the Port and Tanker Safety Act of 1978, and the Act to
Prevent Pollution from Ships which implemented provisions from the International Convention for the Prevention of
Pollution from Ships (MARPOL 1973 and 1978).
Liability Under OPA
Vessel owners or operators must pay cleanup costs associated with the response effort and costs incurred by the
federal government, state government and private parties.11 Under OPA, a responsible party is liable for removal
costs and damages.12 Liability limits, or the amount a responsibly party is required to pay are determined by a
vessel’s gross tonnage and varies by vessel type.13 To account for instances where the polluter cannot afford to pay,
cannot be found or is foreign, Congress created the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund (OSLTF) to supplement OPA’s
expanded range of covered damages.14 The Fund can supply up to $1 billion for any single oil pollution incident,
including up to $500 million for the initiation of natural resources damage assessments (NRDA) and other claims.
Essentially, the fund may be used to cover costs for responding to oil spills that are above the responsible party’s
liability limits or if the responsible party cannot be identified, and for some natural resource assessment and
restoration activities.15 Sources for the principal fund have included taxation, transfer from existing pollution funds,
and interest accrued through U.S. Treasury investments, in addition to recovery of both costs incurred by the
government during spill response and recovery efforts and penalties for violations of the law, both of which are paid
by responsible parties liable for a spill incident.16,17 The original 5-cent-per-barrel excise tax specified in OPA
expired due to a sunset provision on December 31, 1994 and was reinstated again effective through April, 2006, by
the 2005 Energy Policy Act.18 Most recently, the Energy Improvement and Extension Act of 2008 both extended the
per-barrel tax – through December 2017 – and increased the tax to 8 cents from 2009-2016 and to 9 cents in 2017.
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), acting in consultation with other federal departments, is responsible for determining
adjustments to the fund. They can do this at most every three years. USCG provided a report on liability limits to
Congress in 201219 and proposed new liability limits in August 2014.20

Models for States’ Liability Authority Under OPA
Additionally, OPA preserves states’ authority to enact higher penalties or stricter oil-handling requirements,
presenting room for states to implement liability standards within their own jurisdictions exceeding the federal
specifications.21 Two models for enacting higher penalties are oil transport laws implemented in Alaska and
California, which specify robust financial responsibility requirements that significantly exceed the federal
requirements under OPA. While total liability under OPA shall not exceed specified amounts depending on the
particular vessel carrying oil, Alaska differentiates between carriage of crude versus non-crude oil, utilizing a metric
for each category to specify liability instead of vessel categorization.22 For crude oil, Alaska’s law requires “$501.60
per incident for each barrel of capacity or total of $1,672,000, whichever is greater,” while for non-crude, it requires
“$167.20” per incident per barrel or a total of $585,200.”23
Further, while OPA and Alaska’s laws cap recovery from guarantors, California’s law both requires proof of
financial responsibility as a minimum requirement for vessel certification and does not set caps on liability. For
example, the liability potential required for issuing of certification for a tank vessel states: “the applicant can
satisfactorily demonstrate the capacity to pay at least $1,000,000,000 for any damages during the time the certificate
is active.”24 Smaller barges, non-tank vessels, mobile transfer units, and vessels carrying oil as secondary cargo are
required to demonstrate a capacity to pay at least $300,000,000 prior to receiving certification.25 Significantly,
California’s law treats the amount of proven financial responsibility as a minimum quantity, stating it “in no way
restricts or sets financial limitations on any duty, obligation or liability of the responsible party for the State of
California or any other public or private entity. This includes civil penalties assessed pursuant to all applicable
federal, state and local laws.”26
The California and Alaska oil transport models underscore the importance of ensuring that liability coverage and
financial responsibility requirements satisfy obligations and liabilities that may arise from any major incident. Given
high costs potentially incurred by ruptures and spills, the California and Alaska models provide notable models for
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increasing financial responsibility by State jurisdictions. Other organizations have proposed the creation of an
additional, comprehensive Oil Spill Contingency or Liability Trust Fund to cover oil transport areas where adequacy
of requirements may not satisfy obligations and liabilities. Such a fund would be paid by the collective oil
transportation industry financed by a fee per barrel of oil conveyed, and would be intended to provide short-term
financial assistance to various levels of government for costs related to response, clean-up, or other required action.

Binational and Canadian Federal Acts
In the Great Lakes, the Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement (GLWQA), signed by the United States and Canada,
was first negotiated in 1978 and is intended to, “provide a vital framework for binational consultation and
cooperative action to restore, protect, and enhance the water quality of the Great Lakes.”27 Specifically, Article 6 of
GLWQA requires notification of “planned activities that could lead to a pollution incident or could have a significant
cumulative impact on the waters of the Great lakes.”28 Subsection (c) of the Article lists oil and gas pipelines and oil
and gas drilling as examples of activities that could trigger notification.29 Moreover, the Agreement leaves open the
last clause of actions that trigger notification, saying simply “other categories of activities identified by parties.”
While transport of crude oil by rail or ship is not specifically listed in the Agreement, it could be added under this
section if the parties deem it appropriate. Great Lakes binational agreements such as CANUSLAK (the joint marine
pollution contingency plan) and CANUSCENT (the joint inland pollution contingency plan) prompted by the Great
Lakes Water Quality Agreement provide the framework for well-coordinated emergency preparedness and response
between the two countries.
In Canada, the transportation of oil is primarily overseen by two federal agencies: Transport Canada and the National
Energy Board (NEB). Under the Transport of Dangerous Good (TDG) Act, Transport Canada governs the movement
of dangerous products, including oil, by road, rail, air and ship using regulatory oversight, inspections, and
enforcement to prevent spills.30 The agency also conducts inspections, monitors compliance and approves emergency
response plans. The NEB, on the other hand, oversees pipelines. Provincial and territorial governments also have a
role. For example, the individual provinces ensure that the federal regulations are implemented and may apply
stricter regulations. Like the United States, Canada utilizes a polluter pays system with liability limits and requires
shippers to carry insurance in similar amounts to those outlined in international protocols. Legislative and regulatory
amendments have focused on enhancing Canada’s Ship-Source Oil Pollution Fund 31 to help strengthen the current
“polluter pay” principle and to ensure adequate coverage for those suffering damages as a result of a ship-source oil
spill. If passed, the current per-incident Fund limit will be removed and the entirety of the Fund will be made
available, which will provide $1.6 billion for clean-up and compensation. If further funding is required, the Fund will
be temporarily topped up by the federal government, and any requirement to top up the Fund will be recouped from
industry through a levy, which would confer an unlimited amount available for eligible clean-up and compensation.
Both the U.S. and Canadian federal governments also consult with Tribal Governments, First Nations, and Métis
peoples as a part of the governance of oil transportation and infrastructure development with respect to federal
regulations recognizing treaty-based and other rights. For example, as part of environmental assessment processes in
a number of situations, including due to “statutory and contractual obligations, policy and good governance, and the
common law duty to consult,” 32 Canada carries out consultations with First Nations. This “Whole of Government”
approach to consultation is to ensure that First Nations and Aboriginal groups are sufficiently consulted when the
government considers new action that may adversely impact potential or established treaty rights. Similarly, U.S.
federal regulations include a number of different situations in which Tribal Governments must be consulted prior to
federal permitting or other actions. Under the GLWQA, both the U.S. and Canadian governments consult with Tribal
Governments, First Nations, and Métis representatives, and this function is integrated throughout implementation
governance processes.
At the provincial level, some mechanisms for communication, coordination and notification between jurisdictions
regarding oil transportation and spills currently exist and may be expanded to further enhance preparedness and
response in the region. For example, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment and Climate Change (MOECC) has
formal and informal notification arrangements with neighboring jurisdictions. MOECC has a formal agreement with
the State of Michigan to notify regarding environmental discharges that may cross boundaries, and efforts are
underway to formalize a similar spill reporting agreement with the province of Québec.
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Vessels
Each mode of transporting oil has associated benefits and risks. Late in 2013, Calumet Specialty Products Partners,
an Indiana-based energy company, noted the benefits of shipping crude oil by vessel due to a lack of sufficient
pipeline and rail capacity. Calumet suggested transporting heavy crude oil from northern production fields to key
refining centers through a dock upgrade project which would allow crude oil to be shipped by barge from Lake
Superior. Even though this project is on hold for now, the proposal has garnered both support from the company’s
customers and opposition from groups concerned about the potential for spills of crude oil directly into the waters of
the Great Lakes.33 The prospect of expanding the shipment of crude on the Great Lakes by vessel is a concern to
some in the region. On the St. Lawrence River, crude oil has been imported for years and is now beginning to be
exported.
Shipping by vessel provides a reliable and cost-effective way of transporting bulk goods and it has made oil the most
traded commodity in the world.34 Liability for vessel operations is predominately governed by OPA, which amended
the 1978 Tank Vessel Act as well as the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972.35 Under OPA, vessels must
submit a vessel response plan to the agency of jurisdiction, either U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) or U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (U.S. EPA), before it is able to handle, store or transport oil.36 Response plans must, at a
minimum, identify how the owner or operator of a vessel will respond to a worst-case scenario spill.37 Additionally,
OPA requires all ships and tank barges to have certain design requirements, in particular double hulls, by 2015.38
The respective Canadian framework is based on OPA, MARPOL and the Canada Shipping Act (CSA).39 Since 2010,
all large tankers have to be double-hulled and by 2015, all small tankers will also have to be.40 All vessels operating
in the Great Lakes meet double-hull standards.41 The industry directory Greenwood’s Guide to Great Lakes Shipping
lists a fleet of 18 powered tanker ships (as opposed to non-powered tank barges) active in the Great Lakes-St.
Lawrence system, 17 of which are of Canadian registry. The lone U.S. flag powered tanker is a 120-foot vessel used
exclusively to refuel cargo ships in southern Lake Michigan. Currently, the Coast Guard conducts annual safety and
security inspections on all inland and oceangoing tank barges, and all must have a Coast Guard-issued Certificate of
Inspection to be renewed no more than 90 days from the date of expiration each year.42
The U.S. Coast Guard and Transport Canada are the two agencies charged with the regulatory oversight of oil
transportation by vessel and preventing the discharge of oil into the Great Lakes. For responding to oil spills in the
United States, the U.S. Coast Guard is the Federal On-Scene Coordinator for the coastal zone (including the Great
Lakes) and the EPA has responsibility for the inland zone. The Canadian Coast Guard is responsible for responding
to oil discharges on Canadian Great Lakes waters. The Canadian spill response framework is based on a tiered
approach, with the Coast Guard acting as the on-scene commander and certified response teams (RO) being
responsible for the cleanup.43
Under OPA, USCG is responsible for the waters of the Great Lakes and oversees and tests spill response programs
for vessels and shore-based transfer facilities in the region. Generally, the USCG performs two multi-agency,
interstate spill response exercises each year along with smaller monthly exercises.44 The Coast Guard has 29 planned
oil response exercises to be conducted over the next five years.45 Since the enactment of OPA, the Coast Guard has
also partnered with the American Waterways Operators (AWO) to establish the AWO Responsible Carrier Program
in 1994 and the Coast Guard-AWO Safety Partnership, which have sponsored a number of initiatives to
cooperatively improve safety, security, and environmental stewardship.
Noted regulatory gaps are related to USCG operations. For example, Congress has expressed concern with the pace
of the USCG issuing regulations. The 2010 Coast Guard Authorization Act directs the U.S. Coast Guard to re-visit
the existing regulations addressing the transfer of oil to and from vessels at oil transfer facilities and examine if any
additional preventative measures are needed in sensitive areas or during high-risk conditions. Under the Coast Guard
Authorization Act,46 USCG was to finalize rulemaking related to oil pollution prevention and towing vessels within
18 months of passage of the Act (April 15, 2012) and promulgate regulations to reduce the risk of oil spills during
transfer of oil from vessel to tank.47 The Coast Guard issued a request for public comments in October 2013 but has
not yet proposed regulations.48 Furthermore, USCG recently said that the USCG and other responders are not
adequately equipped or prepared for a “heavy oil” spill on the Great Lakes.49 A 2013 report issued by the USCG and
U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security concluded that current methods are inadequate to find and recover submerged oil.50
In Canada, Transport Canada oversees the shipping of dangerous goods and prevention of spills under the 2001
Canada Shipping Act (CSA) along with International Maritime Organization (IMO) standards.51 Under the CSA,
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ships must have a Shipboard Marine Pollution Emergency Plan (SOPEP) approved by Transport Canada or a
mandated organization.52 Tankers are also held to design standards under The International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) and CSA.53 As under OPA in the U.S, Canada’s Marine Oil Spill
Preparedness and Response Regime employs a public-private partnership model: industry funds and manages spill
response while Transport Canada regulates and enforces the industry’s responsibilities, with the Canadian Coast
Guard (CCG) acting as the on-scene commander.54
The Canadian government has proposed new changes to further strengthen shipping regulations. For example, the
Safeguarding Canada’s Seas and Skies Act, which would amend the CSA, proposes strengthening current
requirements, increasing Transport Canada oversight and enforcement capabilities. The Act also proposes removing
legal barriers that have blocked Canadian response organizations from participating in cleanup as well as
implementing liability schemes for spill cleanup costs based on international conventions.55 The bill has not been
voted on yet.56 Furthermore, the ministers of Transport and Natural Resources announced other measures to
strengthen Canada’s tanker safety system, including increasing the number of tanker inspections, establishing an
incident command system and enhancing Canada’s current navigation system.57 These measures are part of a federal
initiative to “create a world-class tanker safety system” in preparation for the growth of export transportation by
tanker.58

Pipelines
In the United States, interstate pipelines are governed by a number of different regulations and agencies. First and
foremost, the Pipeline Safety Act (PSA) grants to the U.S. Department of Transportation (U.S. DOT) regulatory
authority over the safety of hazardous liquid pipelines, which may transport oil.59 Within U.S. DOT, the Pipeline and
Hazardous Material Safety Administration (PHMSA) administers the program through U.S. DOT’s Office of
Pipeline Safety (OPS).60 OPS implements pipeline design, construction, operation, maintenance and spill response
planning provisions.61 Federal pipeline safety requirements are enforced by three primary mechanisms: PHMSA
administrative orders, and civil and criminal sanctions pursued in court or citizen suits.62 PHMSA is the only agency
authorized to prescribe safety standards for interstate pipelines.63 However, it does not have the authority to prescribe
the location or routing of a pipeline.64 This gap in federal power allows the states an opportunity to become directly
involved as they may exercise authority over the selection of pipeline routes within their state.65 Only three Great
Lakes states have exercised their authority: Michigan,66 Minnesota67 and Illinois.68 All three states require permits
for new oil pipeline construction. Proposed standards must be compatible with federal regulations. However, specific
permitting requirements vary by state and may not compel coordinated risk assessment or environmental review,
while jurisdiction over construction is split across a number of different regulatory bodies in each state. Furthermore,
states may take a leadership role in the oversight of pipeline safety by stat assuming intrastate regulation, inspection
and enforcement responsibilities under an annual certification issued by PHMSA. Three states in the Great Lakes
basin (Minnesota, New York and Indiana) have certified programs.69 Despite their certification, none of these states
impose a requirement on pipelines that is stricter than the federal government standards.70
Beyond the PSA, other acts applicable to the governance of pipeline safety include the Hazardous Liquid Pipeline
Safety Act of 1979, which grants power to U.S. DOT to regulate various issues regarding oil spills from pipelines,71
and the Pipeline Safety and Reliability Improvement Act of 2006, intended to improve pipeline safety and security
practices and reauthorize the federal Office of Pipeline Safety and make it part of PHMSA.72
In Canada, interprovincial and international transport of oil by pipeline is governed by the NEB pursuant to the
National Energy Board Act (NEBA).73 Pipelines which lie completely within the borders of a single province are
regulated by that province's regulatory body under provincial law.74 The NEB promotes the safety, security,
environmental protection and efficient energy infrastructure and markets in the Canadian public interest. It is a quasijudicial, federal tribunal operating as a court that reports to parliament and is charged with overseeing and
maintaining pipelines to ensure continued compliance with applicable regulations and standards, such as the
Canadian Standards Association’s Oil and Gas Pipeline System Standards.
Pipeline companies are also required to adopt management systems. The NEB regulation is focused on outcomes and
is as specific as necessary. It starts by defining the safety and security, environmental protection and economic
efficiency outcomes to be achieved. This approach requires regulated companies to determine the means to achieve
the outcomes to effectively manage risk. It then sets the necessary management processes, operational standards and
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reporting requirements to achieve the desired outcomes. The NEB is of the view that carefully designed and wellimplemented management systems are the fundamental method to be used by industry to keep people safe and
protect the environment. Management system requirements are set out in the National Energy Board Onshore
Pipeline Regulations (OPR), a “management system” a systematic approach designed to effectively manage and
reduce risk. It includes the necessary organizational structures, resources, accountabilities, policies, processes and
procedures for an organization to fulfill all tasks related to safety, security and environmental protection. The NEB
verifies that companies have implemented those management systems by conducting audits, onsite inspections, and
verifying company documents and procedures.75 Under the NEB Act, sanctions for violating certain sections consist
of fines, prison sentences or both.
Other regulations involved in the operations of safe pipelines across Canada are the National Energy Board Act
regulations on onshore Pipeline Regulations (OPR) and Processing Plant Regulations.76 Pipeline operators are
responsible for spill cleanup. They must submit an Emergency Response Plan (ERP) to the NEB. The plans are
tested regularly by emergency response exercises.77 Much like the requirements under the U.S. OPA, operators in
Canada must have sufficient insurance to pay remediation and associated costs of spill cleanup. In June 2013, the
Canadian government announced that it intends to start requiring major crude oil pipeline operators to have one
billion in financial capacity to operate pipelines in a manner that ensures safety of the people, security of the
pipeline, and protection of the property and environment.78
Further, cooperation between regulators and governments in Canada allows cross-jurisdictional energy transportation
projects to be regulated. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is one tool to identify opportunities to coordinate
responsibilities when possible and share information. Each party to an MOU remains independent and sovereign to
its decision-making. . In a July 2013 Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between NEB and Transport Canada,
Transport Canada transferred approval authority for new pipelines that pass in, over or under navigable waters to
NEB.79 The National Energy Board (NEB) has also various MOUs in place to deal with adjacent jurisdictions,
including a multi-party agreement between the NEB and the Ontario Ministry of Energy and Environment, the
Ministère des Ressources Naturelles du Québec and various other provincial governments
The U.S. and Canadian governments have taken recent actions to assess and improve pipeline safety and
preparedness regulations. A May, 2014, Audit by U.S. DOT Inspector General found that PHMSA’s State Pipeline
Safety Program guidelines, policies, and procedures for state pipeline safety programs lack elements to ensure state
inspections cover all Federal requirements and pipeline operators maintain safety standards. It noted an outdated
staffing formula and that guidelines lack sufficient detail on states’ use of risk factors for scheduling inspections and
do not require PHMSA evaluators to review the adequacy of states’ inspection procedures. In June, 2014, Canada’s
NEB amended the National Energy Board Onshore Pipeline Regulations to require companies to have management
systems in place that support the development and maintenance of a healthy Safety Culture.80 States and provinces
have also played a role. For example, beginning in June of 2014, Michigan’s Attorney General and Department of
Environmental Quality Director are convening a taskforce to study petroleum pipeline safety and preparedness for
spills in Michigan. In Canada, the provinces of Ontario and Québec have submitted conditions to approve
TransCanada’s Energy East project. These include high technical standards, strict inspection programs, and a
detailed response plan.

Rail
North American crude oil producers are increasingly turning to rail because it is a quicker, more flexible alternative
to new pipeline projects.81 According to the Association of American Railroads, the total amount of freight shipped
by all modes will increase by nine percent, or 1.1 billion tons between 2010 and 2020. 176 million tons of that
increase will be freight shipped by rail.82 This projection includes a rapid increase in freight traffic related to energy
production and crude oil shipping.83 Further, rail terminal capacity is expected to increase fourfold from 20122015.84 The increase in rail traffic has resulted in a greater number of rail accidents. The frequency of accidents has
led state and federal legislators and agencies to implement emergency measures and seek immediate regulatory
change.
Traditionally, rail in the United States, has been governed by PHMSA and the Federal Railroad Association (FRA)
within U.S. DOT. Rail regulations do not outline a specific response program in the same way as OPA. Railroads
must adhere to all federal railroad regulations as well as applicable state regulations of the states in which they
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operate. In fact, railroads have primary responsibility for their own safe operation.85 Title 49 of the U.S. Code of
Federal Regulations, commonly known as Federal Motor Carriers Safety Regulations (FMCSR), outlines the duties
of each party involved in shipping hazardous material by rail. Shippers must properly classify the material and
memorialize the information in shipping papers.86 Shipping papers are then given to the carrier who must possess a
hard copy of the shipping papers until delivery.87 Each tank car must be subject to, at a minimum, an exterior visual
inspection by the shipper before it is offered for shipment.88 This includes ensuring the required markings on the tank
car are legible and inspection test intervals are within the prescribed intervals.89 Likewise, the carrier must inspect
each rail car containing the hazardous material, at ground level, for required markings, labels, placards, securement
of closures, and leakage at each location where a hazardous material is accepted for transportation or placed in a
train.90 In addition to carrying shipping papers,91 carriers must mark and placard all rail cars carrying hazardous
materials before materials can be transported.92 If a placard is lost in transit then it must be replaced at the next
inspection point.93
PHMSA and FRA share oversight responsibility, with the FRA responsible for inspecting shippers for safety
compliance.94 Rail incidents are then investigated by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB).95 Unlike the
FRA, NTSB has no regulatory authority so it may weigh benefits of additional safety measures without regard to
cost.96 Specifically, PHMSA regulates safe transport of hazardous material (hazmat) by all modes of transportation.
FRA then enforces PHMSA hazmat requirements with respect to railroads. FRA regulates track safety, grade
crossings, rail equipment, operating practices, and movement of hazardous material.97 Rail companies perform their
own safety inspections by a team of trained inspectors.98 FRA trains state safety inspectors and has about 400
inspectors nationwide.99
It is important to note that state inspectors predominately enforce federal law because federal rail safety law
preempts state law.100 When a state law is preempted by a federal law, the state is barred from regulating on the facet
of law expressly regulated by the federal government. The Supreme Court spoke in favor of upholding state
regulation unless specific authority has been granted to the federal government. The Court said that when federal and
state laws both apply, then there is a presumption that a state’s police powers are not to be superseded unless it was
“the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.”101 Thus, when Congress has given the federal government specific
jurisdiction to regulate then a state can be prohibited from acting. This can produce weaknesses in areas of federal
jurisdiction when regulatory frameworks are nascent, such as in this case of crude oil transport by rail.
An example of this preemption conundrum arose in Washington State with respect to OPA. Washington created a
new state agency which promulgated rules on tanker design, equipment reporting, and operating requirements. A
shipping company filed suit to challenge the newly promulgated rule. Ultimately, in U.S. v Locke, the Supreme
Court held Washington’s new regulations were preempted under OPA.102 The Court upheld some of the new state
regulations but invalidated others on the grounds that, rules related to crew training were, “preempted by the
comprehensive federal regulatory scheme governing oil tankers.”103 OPA speaks directly to crew training and
operations requirements so Washington could not create a new state agency regulating tanker crew training. While
Locke dealt with OPA, this holding is analogous to the facts of railroad regulation because one of the largest
concerns with rail safety is the adequacy of inspections. The power to train state safety inspectors is granted to the
FRA.104 Thus, should states raise their inspection standards for safety inspectors they may be entering the field of
federal regulation and face a preemption challenge.
Furthermore, amending FRA regulations can be challenging. It requires a formal rulemaking process and
consultation with industry experts, which can take years to complete.105 However, an increase in rail traffic will
require more safety personnel in a greater number of locations but the FRA National Inspection Plan (NIP) is not
designed to account for newly emerging risks or react swiftly to accidents.106 In fact, according to FRA
headquarters, hiring and training new inspectors can take 4 to 6 months while qualifying new inspectors to be able to
conduct inspections independently can take as long as 4 years.107 This inability of safety inspections and inspectors
to keep pace with the rate of increase of rail activity poses a gap in applying safety regulations. In an effort to fill that
gap and circumvent the lengthy amendment process, states may choose to enact their own laws, which could give
rise to preemption challenges.
Other notable gaps or weaknesses in the rail regulatory framework include the need to upgrade Class 111 (DOT-111
in the United States) tank cars, introducing legislation requiring the installation of positive train control (PTC)
designed to override human error in controlling train speed in all trains, and enforcing adequate inspection and
labeling procedures. Congress has acknowledged many of these weaknesses and gaps in the current regulatory
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regime and is taking steps to correct the system. 108 In light of the mounting number of recent accidents, both federal
agencies and state governments have been pursuing policy and legislative changes.
First, Congress has introduced legislation to require two-person crews on all trains109 and now requires that PTC be
installed in all routes carrying certain types of hazardous material.110 Currently, installation of PTC is not required on
lines carrying crude oil but the law authorizes FRA to expand the scope and apply it to tracks carrying crude oil.111
Further, over the past year, PHMSA and FRA have undertaken a number of actions such as launching ‘Operation
Classification’ in the Bakken region to verify that crude oil is properly classified, conducting special investigations
and aggressively moving forward with a rulemaking to enhance tank car standards.112 PHMSA has proposed a
rulemaking seeking to impose additional safety standards on the DOT-111 tank cars and the phasing out of old DOT11 tank cars.113 The proposed rule, published July 23, 2014, was one of four amendments recommended by the
National Transportation Safety Board, and the final rule is expected in May, 2015, despite a deadline set by Congress
for February, 2015. The notice of proposed Rulemaking (NPRM or Rule) proposed enhanced tank car standards,
classification testing and new operations requirements that include braking controls and speed restrictions.114
Specifically, the rule proposes phasing out DOT-111 tank cars for the shipment of packing group I flammable
liquids, including most Bakken crude oil, unless the tank cars are retrofitted to comply with new tank car design
standards.115 U.S. DOT has also issued Emergency Orders imposing stricter standards to transport crude oil by rail;
prohibiting shippers from switching to an alternate classification that involves less stringent packaging; as well as
requiring railroad carriers to inform first responders about crude oil being transported through their communities and
for the immediate development of oil spill plans. U.S. DOT also sent a letter to the American Association of
Railroads (AAR) outlining actions that can be voluntarily taken immediately by industry to improve safety for
railroads transporting crude oil and the communities they move through; AAR and member railroads subsequently
signed the agreement.
Moreover, U.S. DOT has mandated testing standards. The agency issued an emergency restriction/prohibition order
mandating adequate testing and treating all bulk petroleum crude oil as the highest level packing class. As the basis
for the order, U.S. DOT said “misclassification is one of the most dangerous mistakes to be made when dealing with
hazardous material because proper classification is a critical first step in determining how to…safely transport
hazardous material.”116 The agency then issued an amended version of its order stating exactly which tests were
required so as to prevent shippers’ attempts to circumvent the requirements.117 Shortly thereafter, U.S. DOT issued
another emergency prohibition requiring all railroads operating trains with 1 million gallons or more of Bakken
crude oil to notify State Emergency Response Commissions of transport.118
States are also proposing regulatory changes, improving implementation of existing programs, and taking other
actions on transport of crude oil by rail. For example, a new Minnesota law, enacted in July 2014, pertains directly to
safety and emergency response preparedness of oil transport by rail.119 The new law strengthens emergency response
standards for pipelines and oil-carrying railroads and requires railroads to provide triennial emergency response
training to every fire department located along train routes and submit fire emergency response plans to the
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.120 As of December, 2014, the State of New York has implemented a new
targeted rail inspection and training campaign, among other measures. The Governor of New York previously issued
in January, 2014, an Executive Order directing state agencies to petition U.S. DOT to strengthen rail car standards,
and to assess federal agencies’ needs and risks associated with the transport of crude oil. A multi-agency report was
released in April, 2014, by the State of New York on transporting crude oil with recommendations to reduce risks
and improve response capacity directed toward the state, the federal government and industry.121 A status update that
includes a progress report was published in December 2014.122 The New York Department of Environmental
Conservation’s and New York Department of Transportation’s Commissioners, and separately the Governor of
Minnesota wrote a letter to the Governor of North Dakota advocating that the North Dakota Industrial Commission
establish conditioning standards to reduce volatility of Bakken crude oil. Subsequently, in December 2014, North
Dakota regulators ordered that such crude oil be treated to reduce volatility in advance of transport.
Between the United States and Canada, cross border shipments must meet both U.S. and Canadian requirements. In
fact, safety standards developed by the rail industry apply to both countries.123 Also, a tank car authorized by
Transport Canada may be used for U.S. operation provided it complies with U.S. requirements124 The Canadian
regulatory framework for rail is similar to the U.S. system, with Canadian railways regulated by both the federal and
provincial governments.125 As most trains are interprovincial or international, Canadian federal law is controlling.
Transport Canada establishes a safety regime for railway operations that stems from its overarching duty to protect
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the people and environment, but the railway companies have the primary responsibility for ensuring safe
operations.126 The primary acts involved are the Railway Safety Act (RSA)127 and Transportation of Dangerous
Goods Act (TDG).128 Under the RSA, rail companies must establish a safety management system (SMS), but safety
culture assessments (audits) are not mandatory under this program.129 The Act is applied broadly but sets a flexible
standard by allowing a single company to be treated uniquely.130 Further, the RSA allows rail companies to set their
own standards, which can become legally recognized as regulations, subject to Transport Canada approval.131 Rail
companies are obligated to inspect any equipment which traverses their lines, but ownership of the rail car remains
with the shipper.132 Both the railroad and shipper must be prepared for a spill. Under the TDG Act, every shipper
must send a Transport Canada-approved Emergency Response Assistance Plan (ERAP) with each shipment and rail
companies must submit ERAPs for each train.133
Like the U.S. government, the Canadian government has noted a number of regulatory gaps. In a 2011 Audit, the
Commissioner of the Environment and Sustainable Development found major gaps to include: 1) a lack of national
risk-based compliance inspection, 2) lack of follow-up by Transport Canada on identified deficiencies, 3) lack of
knowledge by Transport Canada as to the extent to which organizations transporting dangerous goods are complying
with regulations and, 4) inability of Transport Canada to conduct adequate timely reviews when responding to
ERAPs.134 An August 2013 report to the Standing Senate Committee on Energy, the Environment and Natural
Resources noted two other gaps, finding that Transport Canada cannot assure that sites are inspected relative to the
amount of risk posed by each specific transport and that Transport Canada has only given approval for half the
ERAPs submitted. This means many dangerous goods are regularly shipped without a sufficient response plan.135
The Canadian government has acknowledged these gaps and is working to remedy the danger. Most recently, the
Transportation Safety Board of Canada published the results of their investigation of the derailment accident in LacMégantic, Québec. The Board identified 18 causes and contributing factors, including a lack of enhanced safety
features, specifically sufficient handbrake force to keep the train from moving once stopped and unmanned. This
could have prevented the train to go downhill, derail and cause the resulting fire.136 Furthermore, the board found
that, although Montreal, Maine & Atlantic Railway Company (MMA) had developed a safety management system in
accordance with federal law in 2002, the company did not begin implementing the system until 2010. By the time of
the accident in 2013, the system was still not functioning effectively.137 Likewise, Transport Canada’s regional office
in Québec did not audit MMA until 2010 even though inspections had shown that the company’s safety management
system was not effective. Additionally, Transport Canada Headquarters did not effectively monitor the region’s
activities. Thus, Transport Canada was not aware of a weakness in oversight by the Québec regional office and did
not intervene.
Like in the United States, the most common liquids transport car in Canada is the Class 111 (CTC-111) tank car.
Following the Lac-Mégantic disaster in July 2013, the Minister of Transport issued an Emergency Directive to
certain rail companies mandating immediate employment of additional safety measures such as a minimum twomember operating crew, protecting unattended locomotives from unauthorized entry, specific instruction on
handbrakes, prohibiting leaving any rail car transporting dangerous goods unattended.138 In October 2013, Transport
Canada, under Section 32 of the TDG Act, issued a Protective Direction requiring that all persons importing or
offering for transport crude oil immediately test the classification.139 Both the instructions issued on handbrakes and
the protective order requiring adequate and additional testing stem directly from the Lac-Mégantic accident.140 These
emergency and protective orders culminated in the Canadian Minister of Transport announcing proposed regulatory
changes that will require new CTC-111 tank cars to be built with thicker steel and top fitting and head shield
protection.141 Similarly, in the months following the Lac-Mégantic accident, TSB issued an advisory letter calling for
needed changes such as the need for employee training programs.142 Between March and June of 2014, Transport
Canada took a number of additional actions, including: announcing a three-year phase out deadline for DOT-111
tank cars; releasing an amendment to the Railway Safety Act (RSA) to speed up directive approvals in emergencies;
introducing monetary penalties for RSA violations; introducing a series of regulatory amendments requiring 35
provincially regulated railway and light-rail companies operating on federal track to develop and implement Safety
Management Systems; formalizing new Class 111 tank car standards; and improving data reporting requirements for
railways to proactively identify and address safety risks before accidents happen.143 Meanwhile, MMA eliminated
single-person crews and increased testing and enforcement.144 In August 2014, TSB put forth their most recent set of
recommendations: 1) Canadian railways must put in place additional physical defenses to prevent runaways, and 2)
Transport Canada must take an active role in ensuring that railways’ safety management systems not only exist but
are effectively working.145 Near the end of 2014, Transport Canada also released a regulation requiring companies to
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hold a valid Railway Operating Certificate in order to operate on federally regulated railways in Canada, as well as
new regulations for federally-regulated road and rail crossings and amends existing information regulations to
identify and address safety risks.146

Noteworthy State Programs
Updating programs and policies in the Great Lakes basin is rapidly progressing with state elected officials and
agencies implementing more rules, regulations and policy suggestions at regular intervals. A few examples from the
basin include:
1) The Michigan attorney general and Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) director are convening a
taskforce to study petroleum pipeline safety throughout the state as well as the state’s preparedness for spills147
2) On Jan. 14, 2014, the New York governor issued an Executive Order to various state agencies directing them to
petition U.S. DOT to strengthen rail car standards, and assess federal agencies’ needs and risks associated with the
transport of Crude Oil.148 The agencies subsequently issued a report outlining 26 suggested actions.149 The update
published in December 2014 presented the progress report, including a list of upgraded and new programs.150
3) Minnesota has been exploring ways to enhance their emergency response system and highlighting the importance
of lessening the volatility of Bakken crude oil transported by rail. The legislature discussed this issue earlier this
winter when the Oil Spill Defense Act was moving through the Legislature.
There are states outside the basin that have noteworthy and innovative programs, as well. Some examples include:
Washington
Washington utilizes an innovative strategy to respond to spills under the Vessel of Opportunity (VOO) Program.
This program identifies private vessels, such as fishing vessels that are able to help out in the event of a spill.151
Alaska and California
Alaska has an entire Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) Division on Oil Spill Prevention and
Emergency Response dedicated to protecting the public and mitigating the effects of oil and hazardous substance
releases.152 Likewise, California has the Office of Spill Prevention and Response within the Department of Fish and
Wildlife.153
Hawaii
Hawaii has designed their own fully equipped training program to respond to oil releases. The Oil Spill Response
Center, run by the Clean Island Council and wholly funded by member companies, is a combination training and
response facility.154 The center also serves as a meeting area for the Area Planning Committee (APC) and 17
associated subcommittees.155

Conclusion
The transport of oil in both the United States and Canada is regulated by a patchwork of statutes and agencies based
on the mode of transport. While progress has been made within each mode there is room for further improvement.
Regulations have not kept pace with the increasing amount of oil being transported, with railroads and pipeline
systems under particular pressure to increase capacity. In the wake of recent oil transport-related accidents,
governments at all levels have noted the need for change and have begun taking steps to alleviate the risks. Both the
U.S. and Canadian governments have noted gaps in their individual regulatory frameworks and are strengthening
existing laws, enacting new ones, revising policies, and revamping or expanding existing programs. As oil transport
through the Great Lakes region continues to grow, actions such as maintenance of infrastructure, retrofitting of tank
cars to newer, safer models, and verifying that all product is properly classified will be vitally important to the safety
of the region. Likewise, ensuring that federal, state and provincial agencies are not only adequately staffed and
equipped to carry out inspections and respond to spills but also dutifully report all spills will keep the region as safe
as possible.
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